
Clearing & Balancing Manipura Chakra
Pranayama: Agni-Prasana a.k.a. Breath of Fire 
This is one of the most powerful yogic techniques there are. Just a few minutes a day 
helps alleviate anxiety, pain and depression. This exercise brings awareness to the 
belly, an area we’re usually disconnected from due to painful body image. It purifies the 
blood, massages the internal organs keeping them vital, and balances the endocrine 
system among other things. Most importantly, in my opinion, it opens the energy 
pathway between the shakti center (chakra two) and heart center (chakra four) allowing 
for the flow of emotions free of ego control. When this energy center is blocked, we are 
prone to over-and under eating as well as other addictions. 

There are some contradictions to this practice. Seek medical approval and guidance 
from an experienced, registered yoga teacher: breathing issues/asthma, dizziness, 
epilepsy, heart conditions, digestive problems such as ulcers or colitis, regular 
headaches. Do not practice if pregnant or menstruating. Here’s the how to:

Sit with legs crossed or in hero’s pose (see below). 
Rest your hands down on the lower body. Start with 
the grounding breath then relax everything but the 
naval point and begin breathing quickly in and out 
through your nose. Place equal emphasis on the in  
and out breath. Relax the stomach muscles and let 
your breath naturally move your belly in and out. Start 
out with 30 seconds if you’re new to this technique. 
Increase the speed, force and duration over time.

Asana: Creating Poses
! Yoga poses that draw attention to your core act most directly on chakra three. 
" Here’s your top poses for manipua to build your authentic power.
" " Hero’s Pose-this is a kneeling position. From table pose draw 
" " your knees together and shift the feet out about an inch or so wider than 
" " the hips. Sit back into this V opening resting the sit bones towards the 
" " floor or on a block (or several) to adjust the intensity of the pose. Sit tall 
" " through the spine resting the hands on the thighs. This is a great 
" " meditation posture. From here you can twist gently to each side for 
" " several breaths by drawing opposite hand to knee reaching the close
" "  hand to the low back.

" "
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" " Warrior 1-from a high lunge with feet hip 
" " distance apart, drop the heel of the back foot in 
" " at an angle and down. Keep the hips squaring 
" " towards the front edge of the mat and shoulders 
" " balanced over the hips. Lift tall through the heart 
" " and reach the arms overhead a little wider than 
" " shoulder distance apart. Tune into the engaging 
" " at the solar plexus turning the belly slightly 
" " towards the front knee. Hold for 8-12 breaths 
" " then repeat on the other side.  

" " Warrior 2-from warrior 1, untwist to the opposite 
" " side opening the arms out to the side at 
" " shoulder hight. Hips square off to the long edge 
" " of the mat. Keep the shoulders aligned over the 
" " pelvis. Keep the front knee in line with the same 
" " hip. Palms face down. Gaze out over the front 
" " edge of your mat breathing easy for 8-12 
" " respirations.

" "
" " Boat Pose-sit with your knees bent to your chest, heart lifted tall. Lift the 
" " toes up off the ground hugging your legs together and extending your 
" " arms forward and out. Feel your core engage lifting the lower legs until 
" " they are parallel with the earth. Keep a steady breath as you fire up the 
" " abdomen. Also keep the shoulders, face and jaw soft. Play here with 
" " breath of fire if you like.

" "

" " Sage Twist-sit on the ground with one leg extended straight from the hip 
" " into a gently flexed foot. Draw the other leg towards the chest holding the 
" " knee with that foot flat on the ground in line with the hip. Sit tall for a 
" " few breaths here in sage pose then turn the low belly, solar plexus, chest 
" " and chin towards the bent leg. Rest the hand of the same arm on the floor 
" " behind you to keep the spine centered as you twist. Hook the opposite 
" " arm around the bent leg or simply hold that hand at the knee. Settle into 
" " the pose for 8-12vbreaths then repeat on the other side.
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"

" " Sun Salutation-Like the Moon Salutation, this is a sequence of poses that 
" " flows with the breath. As illustrated by the name, this pose works more 
" " with the “ha” or masculine/sun energy. Here are 2 versions of the practice: 
" " Full Sun Salutation “A” and a Sun Salutation Modified

Work the Element: Fire 
" In your home include fire elements like images of fire, the sun, and gems and 
" burn candles and incense. When you can, spend time watching fire. Since sight 
" is the sense for chakra three work with drawing a painting in the colors of the first 
" three chakras which make up the color of fire: red, orange and yellow. Be sure to 
" keep yourself warm, especially when working through fear. Often body temp with 
" drop as we are releasing layers of ego and coming home to our True Selves and 
" incarnating more fully.

Nourishment: Fire Foods
" Concentrate your awareness on moderation as you connect deeper to this part of 
" the body. Addiction is a symptom of chakra three imbalance. I don’t believe we 
" get addicted to any certain foods, rather we are attached to the experience eating 
" them brings. For instance, the soothing texture of ice cream or the intense crunch 
" of potato chips. Eating really tasty food draws us into the moment but it is also 
" a way to distract from other parts of our experience we don’t want to deal with, 
" namely our emotions. 

" Continue paying particular attention to physical hunger and fullness noticing 
" when you are hungry but choose not to eat or eat enough and when you are full 
" but choose not to stop eating. What is the function of this?

" Integrate the following foods to support digestion and your creative power.                  
"   "
"    Fire Foods: lentils, sweet corn, yellow peppers, legumes, whole grains, "          
"    watercress, tomatoes, citrus peel, kumquats, apricots, plums, rhubarb, hot 
"    chilies, black pepper, cayenne, dark chocolate, cinnamon, ginger  

   
" " " " BKH Eating Intention Chakra Three

“I welcome the healing power of fire into my body to support my soul.” 

" " " " " " " "
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Affirmations & Mantra: Bija (seed) Mantra RAM
" Unleash your true “will power” not by controlling your body through dieting but by 
" connecting with your divine essence. Chanting blasts through layers of ego 
" easily, especially with these mantras. Chant RAM (long A sound) in various ways 
" and explore chanting the kundalini yoga mantra: 

      HARI HA HARI HA HARI HA

      “Creation is active in me.”

Use the following affirmations ideas or create your own statements that heal away 
shame and draw you fully into your power. 

“I am powerful”                                                                                                
“I release all shame about my body and my life journey”                              

“I am confidant in all that I do.                                                                            
“I make choices the benefit me.”                                                                         

“I accept my ability to bring  health, love and joy into my life.”                      
“I honor myself and treat myself with respect.”                                                  

“I am confidant that I know what’s in my best interest.”                                  
“I deserve a wonderful life.”                                                                                 

“I stand up for myself.”                                                                                       
“I accept responsibility for all of my decisions.”                                                  

“I choose health, healing and happiness.”                                                         
“I express myself in a powerful way.”                                                                  

“I act with courage and strength.”                                                                     
“I choose what’s best for me.”

Write your own unique Empowered Affirmations for freedom from shame 
and to enhance your personal power and will to create your best life.
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
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Awakenings about Chakra Three. Journal any insights that have emerged:
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

Click HERE for Chakra Three Meditation

“Those who are firm in their will mold the world to themselves.”
                                                                                     ~Goethe

“They are the weakest, however strong, who have no faith in 
themselves or their own powers.”

" " " " " " " " "   ~Christian Bovee

“I am not afraid of storms for I am learning how to sail my ship.”           
~Louisa May Alcott
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The Masculine Archetype 
Ha of “Hatha” Yoga, our “Yang” energy

       outer
       sun
   linear

       straight
      angular

       technology
      objective

      desirability 
       doing
      vehicle

     mind-oriented
      mental

      cerebral
      mindful

      narrow focus
      conformity
      constant

       bold
      thinking
      intellect
      rational
      logical

     competitive
       direct
      action
      clarity

      outcome
    success (financial)

      practical
      organized
      predictable

      autonomous
      fix

      information
     factual
      literal

      separate
      protect
      security
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